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Summary :


This is a list of the best free AI tools for students and teachers, used for academic purposes, each with in-depth reviews. Learn also how AI tools can benefit education! 
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Recent days have witnessed the hottest discussion about AI Tools, like ChatGPT, and how they help read PDFs. It is easy to find that AI tools are helpful after deep learning and research.



🏆Winner of the Week🎉

PDFgear excels with its entirely free nature, powerful AI chatbot, and PDF editing features.



Free Download



So, how can AI tools benefit education? This guide will introduce the best free AI tools for studying and education. Check what they can do for your learning and education.

👉To save time, you can directly download PDFgear Chatbot, the very best free AI tool for students and teachers.

Comparing the Very Best AI Education Tools

	AI Tools	Verdict	Pricing
	PDFgear	Powerful PDF editor with AI chatbot to summarize, rewrite, translate, and proofread PDF	Totally Free
	GrammarlyGO	Student-focused prompts and guardrails to guide students in using AI for writing	$12/month
	Quizlet	A personalized studying AI tool that creates custom flashcards and quizzes	$7.99/month


Top AI Education Tools

1. PDFgear Chatbot

PDFgear Chatbot is a completely free and GPT3.5-integrated AI tool that can help you quickly extract information for a large PDF file and is among the best AI summarizers and best educational chatbots. Integrated with the new ChatGPT API, PDFgear Chatbot is intelligent enough.

To use it, you can ask anything in the PDF file and target what you are searching for in seconds, making it a handy solution for summarizing research articles. Moreover, you can use this AI tool to check multiple PDFs in one go. It can provide you with comprehensive answers according to analyzing information on various PDF files.

PDFgear, also a top free PDF editor, is packed with exceptionally powerful PDF editing features, such as PDF text editing, which is quite practical for students.
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Moreover, PDFgear Chatbot will automatically save what you ask before and preserve the chat messages for you to check later. Some may be concerned the personal privacy issues when using AI chat tools. But you can rely on PDFgear, for it provides a throughout user data protection policy, keeping all your online chatting contents secret.

Go to PDFgear Chatbot’s official website.

2. GrammarlyGO

GrammarlyGO is an on-demand generative AI tool, which is integration of Grammarly and OpenAI’s GPT-3-derived API. It allows users to create writings, rewrite, and generate ideas quickly and easily. Generally speaking, it has the following prominent features as a helpful AI tool for education.

First, it can compose prompts in a few words and generate drafts immediately. It’s worth noting that Grammarly is also a decent brand for top-notch writing apps.
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Moreover, GrammarlyGo can rewrite your content and check grammar automatically. Other features, like responding to the context of the email you receive, generating ideas and outlines, and improving your writing intelligently are also accessible.

To conclude, the AI version of Grammarly can provide more personalized and beneficial functions for those who want to create and polish their writing.

Go to GrammarlyGo’s official website.

3. Quizlet

Quizlet is a well-known AI-powered flashcard app that allows students to memorize information over and over again. Students can use it to generate their own knowledge library and revise it within the app easily. Moreover, it can customize study tests according to students’ preferences and learning styles.

This app can help users study more efficiently and effectively by collaborating with OpenAI and leveraging GPT-3 across multiple use cases. Along with this, more suitable quizzes and study materials will be easier to access for students.
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Go to Quizlet’s official website.

4. Duolingo

Duolingo is generally known as a language learning app where you can study a second language from the beginning through chatting with others, learning courses yourself, etc. Duolingo has collaborated with OpenAI recently and launched its new AI version, Duolingo Max, combined with the GPT-4 model to provide more intelligent services to its customers.

The AI tool uses artificial intelligence tech to personalize learning for its users. It utilizes adaptive learning technology to create customized courses based on users’ skills and language levels. An AI roleplay assistant is also provided.

Even though there is no suitable language learning partner, you can also improve a second language greatly with the AI tool.

Go to Duolingo’s official website.
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5. Slack

Slack is an online messaging platform that permits its users to communicate, collaborate, and with each other in real-time. It is widely used for education for collaborative learning, communication with teachers and professors, resource sharing, and more. The platform is undoubtedly facilitating learning, communication, and collaboration in the educational environment.

Combined with the GPT API, Slack resorts to the power of generative AI to help you work smarter, learn faster, and communicate better. The Slack GPT provides a suite of AI features, including AI-powered conversation, summarization, and typing support. Meanwhile, a new uncover AI-powered customer insights feature is also available.

Go to Slack’s official website.
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6. Jasper

Jasper is a GPT-3 model integrated online AI writing assistant. It can automatically generate content according to the keywords and topic descriptions you provided. It is indeed one of the best AI writing tools for students and teachers.

Meanwhile, using its intelligent paraphrasing feature, you can reconstruct your writing. Other helpful functions for creating and checking writings are also accessible. To my surprise, it is not only for writing, but also provides other useful AI-generating tools, like creating images with an AI art generator, coming up with templates for various lighting scenarios, and more.

Go to Jasper’s official website.
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7. WriteMage

WriteMage is an AI app for the macOS and iOS systems, which integrates the ChatGPT API. It is a good option for students to write and come up with new ideas. The AI tool for education contains a variety of mainstream AI assistant features in one tool.

For example, you can use it to summarize complex content, create new writings, check grammar in your writing, explain code, and translate numerous languages.

Another unique feature is that it can help you reply to mail positively. And since it has integrated ChatGPT, you can ask any other questions within the app. It will save the chat history locally so that you can pick up where you left off, The AI app for education is now only compatible with Mac and iOS devices, and users on these systems can be more productive along with it.

Go to WriteMage’s official website.
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8. Open edX

Open edX is developed by EdX, an open-source and online learning platform. The Open edX is the combination of the traditional EdX and GPT model. It is based on a GPT-3 language model and can respond like a human. Open edX platform uses learner-centric and highly scalable learning tech, allowing students to access more beneficial courses and further improve their study.

It was originally targeted at MOOCs and right now, it has become one of the leading online learning platforms for universities, businesses, and government agencies. Combined with AI algorithms, the platform is increasingly customized and intelligent for students to find the most suitable courses.

For more free and uncommercial education tools, you may also want to know about the best open-source PDF editors.

Go to the Open edX official website.
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9. Ivy.ai

Ivy.ai is a newly discovered AI chatbot tool in the market. It is released by IvyQuantum, which is an all-around platform for simplifying conversational chatbots. The new version Ivy.ai is the combined product of IvyQuantum and ChatGPT. It uses both on-demand and generative AI models, providing a more personalized user experience to meet your needs when searching for specific information.

Different from other chatbots in the field, Ivy.ai also provides a Quantum Mail tool as a Google Chrome plugin and Microsoft Outlook add-on. Using that, you can get the reply through emails. What’s more, Ivy claims that its chatbots use only the facts, relationships, and data extracted from websites, giving you a reliable and convincing answer immediately. With it, it is believed that your learning and research will be more efficient and productive.

Go to Ivy.ai’s official website.
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10. Kahoot

Kahoot is definitely one of the best game-based learning platforms for all students and those who want to learn by themselves. And the newest KahootGPT is powered by the GPT-3.5 model, allowing users to create personalized quizzes and studying activities to motivate students’ interest in learning. It is a fun and interactive platform to activate students to begin to learn and participate in more learning activities.

Moreover, Kahoot provides instant feedback to both teachers and students based on its AI algorithm to better improve their performance in quizzes and exams. It also supports collaborative tasks. Students can take quizzes and review together, to promote teamwork and collaboration among students.

Go to Kahoot’s official website.
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11. Notion AI

Notion AI is another helpful AI writing assistant that can help you write, summarize, modify, and brainstorm when you create writing. It has the potential to influence education combined with the GPT-3 model. It provides personalized learning strategies, automatic tasks, and insights to educators to improve their learning and study.

Notion AI is able to analyze student data like their learning preferences, and weaknesses and then create personalized plans. At the same time, it helps automate administrative tasks for teachers and students to examine their learning performance.

Go to Notion AI’s official website.
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12. Khan Academy

Khan Academy is a popular online learning platform with over ten years of history. It aims to provide free education for everyone worldwide. The newest AI tech, GPT-4, has been integrated into Khan Academy to offer students a personalized learning experience. It can easily analyze the learning progress of students and generate appropriate plans and advice.

Using the advanced AI algorithm, students are able to enjoy a more effective and efficient learning environment and learn at their own pace and style. The update of Khan Academy allows students all over the world to have a better education level with customized courses and to access a more equitable learning system.

Go to Khan Academy’s official website.
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13. Texta

When it comes to the best AI tool for writing, Texta will be mentioned and recommended. It is a dedicated AI copywriter assistant that can create new content for websites, social ads, sales copies, and more. For educators and students, it is also a perfect choice to generate new ideas and summarize new knowledge.

Texta has integrated with GPT-3 technology, making it smarter and more human-like when producing new writings. Along with it, creating a long-form blog post will be a piece of cake. Just type several keywords and descriptions, and it will generate what you need within seconds. Meanwhile, it is available in 27+ languages, making it possible that users worldwide can use it effortlessly.

In summary, the combination of Texta and AI technology enables educators and students to improve their writing skills, reading comprehension, and overall academic performance.

Go to Texta’s official website.
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AI Tools in Education: Case Study

Still, feel AI technology is far away from your life and study? Not the truth. AI tools have already been used in the classroom and have had several influences. Here, check some real-life examples of how AI is being used for education and learn how can it change the students’ learning process.
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Case Study 1: Collect Statistics with AI Tools

The University of Murcia has used an AI-powered chatbot in order to help students make inquiries and academic programs. Students’ time has been extremely saved with this AI chatbot, which provides thousands of answers within minutes based on a huge database.

Case Study 2: Improve Students’ Learning Performance

Pai et al. proposed a tutoring system combined with AI tools to help students improve mathematical learning performance. After the experiment, the AI tool has indeed enhanced students’ learning performance and motivation.

Case Study 3: Learn Foreign Languages Easily

Edwin is an AI assistant for learning English as a foreign language. Using adaptive learning tech, it enables students to enjoy a personalized course. Along with this tool, over 800,000 students worldwide have finally enhanced their English, no matter for reading, speaking, or writing.

Case Study 4: Grade Assignments Quickly

Gradescope has proposed that AI tech can sharply reduce the amount of grading time of teachers. The AI tool can help students to upload their assignments directly. And educators can batch grade them by statistics.

The Future of AI in Education

The Future of AI in Education is always a topic that has been widely discussed in recent days. People increasingly pay more attention to the improvement and revolution of the entire education system. With the advent of ChatGPT and other newest AI tools, it seems that education can be different in the future. Here are some considerations about AI’s influences on education and some expected implications.
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	Personalized learning


AI can generate customized learning experiences based on specific students’ preferences and requirements. Self-improvement may be more evident with the aid of AI tools.

	Smart tutoring systems


Along with AI technology, tutors can provide ongoing assessments to students. They can match the student’s progress and offer remedial activities according to the suggestions of those AI analyzing tools.

	More attractive learning forms


You may find that the combination of education and games may lead to a better learning result. It is not tricky with the assistance of AI tools. Those tools can easily generate numerous fun and attractive games for education, and further motivate students to focus on study.

	Easier to track and examine 


Creating tasks will be never a headache for educators. Even students themselves can create tasks all by themselves to track and examine their study progress.

To conclude, AI may make the education system better. However, innovation must be approached cautiously, and we need to proceed step by step and figure out the best way to combine AI and education.

FAQs

How AI is currently being used in higher education?

AI tools can be used in many fields and majors in higher education. For instance, it can be used to generate research reports, write code, detect plagiarism, analyze statistics, and more. Both educators and students can benefit from using AI assistants.

What are examples of artificial intelligence in education?

AI is used in education in many industries and for various purposes. For example, you can use AI tools in:

	Exam generation
	Chatbots for Enrollment and Retention
	Enhanced Online Discussion Boards
	Academic research
	Second language learning
	Writing checking and modification


Should we use AI in education?

For one thing, AI tools can create personalized learning experiences, help students summarize and understand complicated concepts easily, provide more appealing activities for learning, and more. From this perspective, it is undoubtedly a great option for better education. But for another thing, AI-powered tools may let students overly rely on machines without thinking and analyzing themselves. The best answer to this question is that use AI in education properly and cautiously.

The Bottom Line

In conclusion, it is inevitable for us to accept the new technology. AI tools for education have become an increasingly prevalent usage in the education system. The implementation of AI tools in education may bring significant changes to how to teach and how to learn.

We’d better analyze and utilize it for the improvement of learning performance and teaching strategies. Also, it is critical to strike a balance while using AI tools in education. It is convinced that with the further update and amelioration of AI tools, education will be even better in the future.
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